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						Powering through 25 years of legacy 

						
							Legacies aren't built overnight. We have carefully crafted ours over a journey spanning over two and a half decades. It's a journey that has seen us refine our artisanship with every milestone. With each property, we consistently integrate cutting-edge innovations, intelligent conveniences, opulent designs, and an unwavering commitment to detail, crafting living spaces that transcend expectations and deliver new benchmarks in real estate.


Our vision extends beyond structures; it's about creating experiences for life. By understanding the needs of today's home buyers, we tailor our developments to align with modern lifestyles. 
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								Concorde Equity 

								Concorde Equity, your premier destination for lucrative investment opportunities in Malur, off Sarjapur. Situated in one of the fastest-growing areas near Bengaluru, our meticulously planned villa plots offer the perfect foundation for your financial success. At Concorde Equity, we understand the importance of making strategic investments that yield substantial returns. With a focus on location, infrastructure, and potential growth, our plots in Hoskote are poised to deliver exceptional value.
                                    

                                    Located in Off Bangalore Chennai Expressway, and close to Narsapura Industrial Area that houses renowned automobile industries. Be it to live in a luxury community or for investment, Concorde Equity is a perfect match.
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												Off Sarjapur, Malur
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												23-acre premium villa plots

											

										

									

									
								Concorde Equity, your premier destination for lucrative investment opportunities in Malur, off Sarjapur. Situated in one of the fastest-growing areas near Bengaluru, our meticulously planned villa plots offer the perfect foundation for your financial success. At Concorde Equity, we understand the importance of making strategic investments that yield substantial returns. With a focus on location, infrastructure, and potential growth, our plots in Hoskote are poised to deliver exceptional value.
                                    

                                    Located in Off Bangalore Chennai Expressway, and close to Narsapura Industrial Area that houses renowned automobile industries. Be it to live in a luxury community or for investment, Concorde Equity is a perfect match.
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								Concorde ABODE 99

								Each villa at Concorde Abode 99 is crafted to be a seamless blend of luxury and technology. An efficient floor layout complemented by a clear height of 10 feet creates a living expanse where life thrives. The villa is topped off with an expansive Recreational Deck that has been crafted to play host to the best moments of your life.
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												On Sarjapur- Hosur Road 
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												12.7 Acre crafted villas

											

										

									

									Each villa at Concorde Abode 99 is crafted to be a seamless blend of luxury and technology. An efficient floor layout complemented by a clear height of 10 feet creates a living expanse where life thrives. The villa is topped off with an expansive Recreational Deck that has been crafted to play host to the best moments of your life.
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								Concorde ECONEX

								Concorde Econex seamlessly integrates Biophilic Design, merging modern architecture with nature-inspired elements. This pioneering commercial venture in Bangalore offers top-notch amenities, advanced infrastructure, and serene surroundings. Proven to enhance productivity and well-being, Biophilic Design is at the heart of Econex, creating a contemporary hub where work, life, and culture converge.
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												Off Marathali ORR, Doddanekkundi
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												12.7 Acre crafted villas

											

										

									

									Concorde Econex seamlessly integrates Biophilic Design, merging modern architecture with nature-inspired elements. This pioneering commercial venture in Bangalore offers top-notch amenities, advanced infrastructure, and serene surroundings. Proven to enhance productivity and well-being, Biophilic Design is at the heart of Econex, creating a contemporary hub where work, life, and culture converge.
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								Concorde HILLCREST

								Concorde Hill Crest is in the part of Bangalore that's developing at a frenetic pace—just 30 minutes from the Airport on NH-44 and very close to the upcoming Isha Foundation. A slew of IT parks, ITIR business parks, a 3000-acre SEZ, medical colleges, hotels and other developments are coming up in and around Chikkaballapur.  Present it as a weekend retreat featuring amenities designed specifically for weekend enjoyment. The property includes 11 parks, a move-in-ready clubhouse spanning 15,000 sq.ft called "Evolve," and a fully operational restaurant.
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												NH 44, NORTH BANGALORE 
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												48 Acres Development

											

										

									

									Concorde Hill Crest is in the part of Bangalore that's developing at a frenetic pace—just 30 minutes from the Airport on NH-44 and very close to the upcoming Isha Foundation. A slew of IT parks, ITIR business parks, a 3000-acre SEZ, medical colleges, hotels and other developments are coming up in and around Chikkaballapur.  Present it as a weekend retreat featuring amenities designed specifically for weekend enjoyment. The property includes 11 parks, a move-in-ready clubhouse spanning 15,000 sq.ft called "Evolve," and a fully operational restaurant.
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								Concorde LUXEPOLIS

								Concorde Luxepolis offers luxurious 3 and 4 BHK flats for sale in Basavanagudi, Bangalore, catering to those with discerning tastes. Nestled on Bull Temple Road, close to top educational institutions, hospitals, and entertainment hotspots, Luxepolis is Bengaluru's coveted address. With smart residence features and premium amenities, it's the epitome of excess.
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												BULL TEMPLE ROAD
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Concorde Luxepolis offers luxurious 3 and 4 BHK flats for sale in Basavanagudi, Bangalore, catering to those with discerning tastes. Nestled on Bull Temple Road, close to top educational institutions, hospitals, and entertainment hotspots, Luxepolis is Bengaluru's coveted address. With smart residence features and premium amenities, it's the epitome of excess.
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								Concorde AURIGA

								Concorde Auriga, a self-sufficient residential project, offers a convenient lifestyle with easy access to schools, hospitals, restaurants, malls, tech parks, and IT offices. This 2 BHK Apartment for Sale in Hoodi provides a holistic living experience with top-notch amenities, a panoramic lake view, and premium facilities. Envisioned for a hassle-free life, Concorde Auriga invites you to experience stress-free living.
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												KR PURAM 
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												5 Acres

											

										

									

									Concorde Auriga, a self-sufficient residential project, offers a convenient lifestyle with easy access to schools, hospitals, restaurants, malls, tech parks, and IT offices. This 2 BHK Apartment for Sale in Hoodi provides a holistic living experience with top-notch amenities, a panoramic lake view, and premium facilities. Envisioned for a hassle-free life, Concorde Auriga invites you to experience stress-free living.
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									ET ACHIEVERS KARNATAKA 2023

									Concorde Equity has been honoured with an Investment Property Award at ET Achievers Karnataka 2023.
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									Times Business Awards 2023

									Concorde Luxepolis bagged the Best Ultra Luxury residential project of the Year from the Times Business Awards 2023 held in Bangalore. The award was received by Mr. Anil – Managing Director and Mr. Kranti Alladi – Sales & Marketing Head, Concorde.
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									ET Achievers Award 2022

									ET Achievers Award 2022" for "Most unique Project of the year for Concorde hillcrest" - held at  Sheraton Grand Hotel, Bangalore. The award was received by Kranti Alladi , Head - Marketing and Business strategy.
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									Silicon India Award

									Silicon Real Estate Awards 2015’ for ‘Best Luxury Villa Award’ for Concorde Cupertino in South Bangalore - held at  Lalit Ashok Bangalore. The award was received by Mr. Nesar- Executive Director, Kranti V. Alladi- Sales & Marketing Head, Concorde. 
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									Economic Times Best Realty Brand 2020-21.

									We, at Concorde, thank our loyal customers, stakeholders and employees for being a huge part of our journey driven by innovation, commitment and excellence over the last 2 decades.
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				Please feel free to share with us the details as mentioned in the form. 
Our representatives will reach out to you within 24 hours.
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